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1 | INTRODUCTION

This brief report describes three key lessons learned during a health literacy research project with young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males from the Top End of the Northern Territory (NT), Australia. More specifically, it is a methodologically focused paper that discusses processes associated with using a combination of yarning sessions and social media content as tools to unpack conceptualisations of health and well-being among this marginalised population. The lessons discussed include (a) the utility of using social media in providing an authentic window into the lives of a hard-to-reach populations; (b) the need to carefully consider ethical implications; and (c) the benefits of using social media content to triangulate data and enhance methodological rigour. To understand the methodological contribution social media can make to equity-focused health literacy research, it is first useful to understand what is meant by health literacy.

Globally, the term ‘health literacy’ has been adopted widely, and defined broadly, in a range of health promotion policy, practice and research contexts.1-7 This has extended to concepts such as health literacy responsiveness and distributed health literacy.6,7 A focus on health literacy measurement has been a significant part of the emerging health literacy discourse.8-11 This has focused on ways to measure health literacy at both individual and population level.5 For example, popular and well tested tools developed by Australian researchers have included the Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ), Information and Support for Health Action – Questionnaire (ISHA-Q) and the Conversational Health Literacy Assessment Tool (CHAT).12-14 These tools, and others, have increasingly been used in contexts with vulnerable populations where health inequities are well documented,11,15-17 including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.17-18 However, multiple scholars have also pointed toward the importance of adopting qualitative approaches to better understand the health literacy needs of vulnerable and marginalised populations, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander populations.18-19
Qualitative research approaches, when applied to health literacy research, can assist the health promotion community to better tailor programs and policy responses that aim to reduce health inequities among marginalised populations.\textsuperscript{5,19-20} For example, yarning has been increasingly used to understand the health and well-being needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people at individual, family and community levels.\textsuperscript{18,20-21} Yarning typically involves a fluid and interactive discussion with participants in a culturally safe environment. Interviews and focus groups have also been used repeatedly in health literacy research with youth, migrant, and low socioeconomic status populations.\textsuperscript{22-24} Visual methods, such as Photovoice, have also been increasingly used in health literacy research – primarily with youth, men and people with mental health conditions.\textsuperscript{25-27} Photovoice is a community-based research method that involves capturing a participants’ ideas and reality on a given topic through photographs, and then discussing these through group interviews or individual interviews.\textsuperscript{28-29} These types of visual methods are perceived to be a powerful means for minority populations to express their understandings of health and well-being.\textsuperscript{29} It can support critical thinking, self-reflection, discovering strengths and social support.\textsuperscript{28} However, there are also important ethical implications that need careful consideration when using visual research methods in health promotion practice and research contexts. These relate to a broad range of recruitment, consent, engagement, use and research translation issues.\textsuperscript{30-32}

1.1 | Approach

In this brief report, we offer new methodological and ethical insights about the way popular and emerging social media platforms can be used in equity-focused health literacy research. More specifically, we reflect on our experiences of using Facebook to gain a deeper understanding of the health literacy needs of young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males in the Top End of the Northern Territory, Australia.\textsuperscript{10} This project received ethics approval from the Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics Committee (H18043). The intent of this paper is not to present empirical findings. Rather, we aim to discuss the methodological and ethical benefits of using social media platforms – such as Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram and Tik Tok – to undertake content analyses in health literacy research. We present three lessons learned when using Facebook in this way, but consider the concepts could be extended to other social media platforms, particularly those use by marginalised or vulnerable populations. We envisage these insights will make a valuable contribution to professional dialogue and debate on this topic.

1.2 | Lessons learned from health literacy research involving social media

1.2.1 | Social media can provide an authentic window into the lives of ‘hard-to-reach’ populations

A significant research base suggests that vulnerable populations experiencing health inequities can be difficult to engage through health promotion research and practice.\textsuperscript{33-35} Evidence points toward strategies that involve meeting these ‘hard-to-reach’ populations on their terms in settings and environments of relevance to them.\textsuperscript{33-35} In our case, we were interested in the lived-experiences of young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males. Current scholarship suggests that both youth and men are considered to be hard-to-reach populations in health research contexts.\textsuperscript{36-37} Emerging evidence also indicates that youth are actively using social media to communicate with their social networks, with some scholars arguing that social media has become their virtual world.\textsuperscript{38}

During yarning sessions with young males, we observed that participants were readily accessing and using a range of social media platforms, including Facebook. After discussing this with the Chair of our Human Research Ethics Committee, we successfully sought an ethics amendment to approach the yarning session participants to seek their informed consent to access their Facebook posts and related conversation threads. We limited this to retrospective posts and threads from the last two years – that is, information that had been posted prior to the date of consent. Our original intent was to gauge the extent to which participants discussed health and well-being issues through social media. Our early analysis revealed there was significant content being posted that related to their health and well-being, and that of their friends and family. Importantly, these posts reflected a pre-existing and authentic expression of their day-to-day lives. This contrasts many other qualitative research approaches where information is sought, and thus generated, for the purpose of further analysis.

We recognise that Facebook posts may not be a true and accurate reflection of an individual’s health behaviours – that is, there may be a gap between expressed health perceptions and attitudes, and subsequent health behaviours. Indeed, some researchers have suggested that social media evokes unique styles of public performance that can differ markedly from non-virtual behaviours.\textsuperscript{39} This is particularly relevant in the context of scholarship indicating a rapid breakdown of public-private spheres of life. Nevertheless, we argue that Facebook provides authentic and non-invasive insights into the way youth are communicating to their peers about health and well-being issues. Within the context of our research this included images and memes about friendship (Figure 1); engagement in on-country activities such as hunting (Figure 2); identity formation (Figure 3); participation in team sports and physical activity (Figure 4); and reflections about the social determinants of health (Figure 5). The Facebook content analysis also enabled us to learn about other determinants of health literacy, such as the impacts of gender, racism, employment, education, housing and incarceration. A more detailed empirical analysis of this research, including an analysis of yarning session data and Facebook content, has been published elsewhere.\textsuperscript{40}

These qualitative perspectives are unique, and paying attention to these Facebook discussions can offer the health promotion community important insights about the health literacy of hard-to-reach populations, with potential to inform needs assessment, planning and evaluation practices that are concordant with core health promotion competencies.
1.2.2 Careful consideration of ethical implications is important

Two critical ethical implications that we were required to navigate in our study related to that of informed consent; and researcher burden.

In our research with young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males, the staging of different research phases meant that seeking informed consent was a relatively easy process. That is, when participants were involved in a Yarning Session, we sought either written or oral informed consent at that point in time to enable access to their personal Facebook page, and to make use of the retrospective content they had shared. This included the ability to access and use their commentary, photos and memes. We explicitly explained that this was for research analysis and research translation purposes to improve our understanding of health literacy that could be used to inform future health policy and practice endeavours, and thus have a benefit to other young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males. This was generally met with a high level of enthusiasm. While this process was relatively straightforward, many of the Facebook posts included images and commentary of friends and family. This was inherently important to the research topic, as it indicated the importance of support structures—such as friends and family—in the way health and well-being was negotiated among this demographic, and was indicative of the perceived influence of those people providing health advice. However, in this instance, we had not received a form of secondary consent from people whose images had been uploaded by the participant, nor had we sought consent from people who had made a contribution to the Facebook feeds of our participants. This created an ethical conundrum. At this juncture, it is important to mention it was not a requirement of our ethics approval to seek secondary consent. Yet, had we been using traditional photovoice methods, this would have been an expectation.

We argue that secondary consent—in an era of endless ‘selfies’ (where people take photos of themselves—often with friends and family), and with an increasing uptake of multiple social media platforms that are based on sharing visual images, particularly among youth—is a complex issue within the realm of research utilising social media. We have entered a terrain where ethical expectations (particularly those which existed prior to the rapid global advancement of social media) are no longer concordant with public expectations. That is, expectations about the ways in which the risks and benefits are assessed in health promotion research involving social media—including seeking secondary consent—need to be constantly reviewed in line with the social and cultural values of the population under investigation. In our case it was evident that young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males were readily using Facebook and other social media platforms, and seldom sought secondary consent from their friends when posting their images on Facebook in their everyday lives. More often than not these were public posts—effectively meaning these are considered publicly accessible documents. Therefore, exemptions for secondary consent may be plausible for research that is interested in the everyday lives of vulnerable populations, such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males. However, this is a contentious issue, whereby ethical protocols and guidelines used by Human Research Ethics Committees, alongside principles for guiding Indigenous research, sometimes lack...
clarity about these blurred-lines. This is particularly problematic where accepted social media practices and emerging social media platforms are evolving at a pace much faster than that of revision processes associated with research ethics guidelines and principles. When adopting content analysis through social media platforms, significant effort must, therefore, be invested in understanding and appreciating the cultural and social context of the population under consideration, and how these contextual factors generate unique social media practices. These ethical issues may become increasingly complicated in situations where voluntary informed consent is sought virtually, rather than in person. This observation also has significant implications for publishing research findings that have used social media platforms to inform data analysis, as some publishers are now also requiring evidence of consent procedures. In our experience, publisher expectations associated with informed consent may well differ to those approved by certified human research ethics committees, which can create additional ethical dilemmas.

We recognise there is a burgeoning body of evidence discussing the ethical implications of using social media, including Facebook, in public health research contexts. This extends to strategies associated with recruitment, health education, information sharing, social marketing and content analysis. Necessarily, this involves careful navigation of ethical considerations, such as negotiating informed consent. However, it also involves consideration of the imposed research burden. Indeed, the research burden placed upon study participants is an important consideration in any health
promotion research. This is particularly relevant for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander research, where research participation burden has been particularly problematic in the past.\textsuperscript{45-46} We argue that the retrospective use and analysis of Facebook content significantly reduces the participant research burden, when compared to other qualitative data collection methods such as interviews, focus groups and traditional forms of photovoice. Indeed, in our research there was no additional research burden placed upon participants, other than seeking informed consent during yarning sessions. This makes Facebook analyses an attractive, time-efficient and cost-effective health promotion research tool.

1.2.3 | Analysing social media content can be a useful way to triangulate data

Data or methodological triangulation is an important approach used in qualitative health research internationally.\textsuperscript{47} This involves comparing and contrasting one source of data to another to increase the validity of assumptions made.\textsuperscript{47-48} In this sense, data triangulation is a way to strengthen the legitimacy and rigour of research findings. In our research, we used Facebook data to test the validity and generalisability of findings from the thematic analysis of nine yarning sessions with 37 young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males. The yarning sessions aimed to examine participant understandings about health literacy, with subsequent discussion about personal and professional relationships; health information access and comprehension; health attitudes and behaviours; life aspirations; and health program and service environments.\textsuperscript{40} Similar concepts were used as a lens to analyse the content of Facebook posts. While the research team did not ask participants about their Facebook posts – primarily due to time constraints – we still consider this methodological triangulation to be beneficial. By analysing Facebook content, and comparing this with yarning session data, we were more confident in the themes we had identified, in addition to identifying different themes and sub-themes that did not emerge during yarning sessions. For example, discussion and images reflecting sovereignty were evident in Facebook posts, which did not surface in the yarning sessions. In summary, Facebook posts are a readily available source of data that can benefit research with vulnerable populations.

2 | CONCLUSION

In this brief report we have discussed how one social media platform, Facebook, can be a useful source of information – particularly when used in conjunction with other methods – to ascertain broader understandings of health literacy among a marginalised population in Australia. We have described how Facebook provides an authentic perspective into the lives of hard-to-reach populations; requires considered and pragmatic thought about ethical considerations such a secondary consent and participant research burden; and can be used strategically as a data triangulation tool in qualitative health research. We recognise this paper only provides a snapshot into the utility of Facebook in health literacy research with vulnerable populations. It is important to reiterate that while we observed that participants were readily accessing and using a range of social media platforms, the subsequent interaction has provided a valuable contribution toward ongoing professional dialogue associated with engaging young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males in health promotion research. Retrospectively, this professional dialogue has guided further thinking about constructive and positive ways to engage young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander males in discussion about their health and well-being through social media, including those involving peers, family and community. We would encourage health promotion researchers, policymakers and practitioners to engage in further debate about the ongoing challenges and opportunities of such approaches. We anticipate the dynamics shaping other social media platforms may differ to those we have encountered with Facebook. As such, we encourage researchers with an interest in equity and health literacy research to explore how other social media platforms can also be used innovatively to understand and respond to the unique health and social needs of marginalised populations.
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